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Places to Go: OpenLearn
by Stephen Downes
The Open University has joined the wave of academic institutions making learning materials available online
for fee with the launch of OpenLearn, a £5.65m project supported by a grant from the William and Flora
Hewlett Foundation that makes available 900 hours of study materials now and up to 5,000 hours by April
2008 (BBC News 2006). As suggested by blogger Rob Harper, this approach resonates well with those who
pay for Open University: "Our tax pounds go to support the university system, including the OU. . . and this
has the obvious benefit of helping to educate the nation, but with the free distribution of these materials, I feel
we are getting even more value for money" (2006, ¶ 2). For people seeking further avenues for sharing and
redesigning online course materials, OpenLearn will be a valuable resource. 
The overall design of OpenLearn includes two main components: the LearningSpace and the LabSpace.
Readers who first access the OpenLearn site will find themselves in the LearningSpace, where they can gain
free access to a wide range of Open Univerisity resources and learning materials. On this same page,
readers can access the LabSpace—a linked Open University site where they can download learning
materials; adapt them by translating, shortening, or extending them with extra examples or modules; and then
place them back on the site for modification or reuse by others. The LabSpace can be accessed via the
purple link in the right-hand column of the LearningSpace page or, more opaquely, via the "Research" link in
the main navigation menu of this page.
Readers should first explore the main LearningSpace page to get acquainted with the site. The page is
dominated by a rotating photo that serves no purpose and does not link to anywhere; this should be altered to
allow the reader to see some story or item relating to the photo. More useful is the main navigational menu
directly below the photo, and in particular, the About OpenLearn link, though new readers may not get to it at
first. The white on green text looks more like a title bar than a link, and the highlighted text below—"Get
Started"—is for some reason not a link at all. 
The About OpenLearn page offers a short description of the site and access to more information including
links to the site's history, the OpenLearn staff, a detailed FAQ, and a glossary. Again, readers initially may
have difficulty navigating this portion of the site: The links are posted in what appears to be a misleading
breadcrumbs display at the top of the page rather than as navigation links; the dull green color of the links
make them look like title headings whereas the bright green font of the headings makes them look like links;
on the FAQ page, in contrast to the other pages, the headings actually are links; and the pages are all titled
"About OpenLearn." 
When accessing the News section from the main page, readers will encounter the same misleading
breadcrumbs-style navigation. The main news page displays some discussion topics, and links are provided
to media coverage (where the breadcrumb navigation actually is a breadcrumb navigation), press releases,
and a press pack containing, interestingly, an audio interview with Simon Buckingham-Shum of The Open
University's Knowledge Media Institute.
Links to the content units and to the discussion forums complete the navigational possibilities from the main
page. The content unit links are appropriately placed in the upper left quadrant, and they will most likely be
the first link of choice for most readers. Topic areas such as Arts and History or Education are provided with a
direct link, and an All Units link provides more general access. Selecting the topic area link will display a list
of courses with course description, while selecting "All Units" will display a list of course titles only, sorted by
topic area. 
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The links to content units are accompanied by a small icon that looks like a person; the icon apparently
indicates that the unit is accessible via guest access although there are no instances where the icon is not
present for contrast. Sometimes the icon is a link, as on the topic area page, and sometimes it is not, as in
the list of discussion forum topics on the main page. Were the links given colors distinct from the main text,
this icon would not likely be necessary; as it is, its presence tends to clutter the page.
On entering an actual content area, such as the French Revolution unit, readers will see the significant
difference between the Open University's initiative and that of, say, MIT's OpenCourseWare. Instead of
merely providing learning resources, the Open University has made available actual course packages. The
French Revolution unit, for example, offers a set of learning outcomes and links to a set of resources for each
of seven sections. These resources, which are also Web pages, contain structured instructional materials
including descriptive text, exercises, and more—everything a home learner needs to complete the course.
The presentation is simple and straightforward in easy-to-read HTML text, and navigation, via links to every
page, is intuitive. Interestingly, a link to a "recent visitors" list in the left-hand column and a "recent activity"
box in the right-hand column may eventually develop into a mechanism for cohort activity or learning
community formation on an as-needed basis.
It would be nice at this point if the ubiquitous link to LabSpace could connect to the materials for this unit;
alas, however, this link, along with all others to LabSpace, connects to that site's home page. However, the
reader should click on the link to begin exploring this area as well. The distinctive purple theme distinguishes
the LabSpace site from the green of LearningSpace, and the link back to LearningSpace is thus identified
with its own green link. LabSpace consists of five major functions: Connect, Download, Remix, Upload, and
Feedback. These links may be found throughout the site, sometimes as proper menu bars (with links
separated by '::') and sometimes as breadcrumbs. To provide readers with a more uniform navigational
design, the site as a whole should adopt a single "non-breadcrumb" design for its menu bars.
Under the Connect heading, readers will see that the site supports a variety of community tools including
discussion forums, Web-based videoconferencing ("FlashMeeting"), and instant messaging ("MSG"); in
addition, the site supports a knowledge maps system called Compendium not mentioned under the Connect
heading. To access these tools, readers will need to create an account and log in to the site although guests
may read some of the discussions via the Tools Forum link on the home page of the site. When returning to
the LabSpace home page, readers will see that these tools may be accessed from the left sidebar; in this
sidebar the videoconferencing, instant messaging, and knowledge mapping features are all accompanied by
"Quickstart" pages which provide advice and instruction on the use of these tools. The FlashMeetings tool
also supports "public replays" such as the Black Hawk College Moodle Test Meeting, though this may need
some refinement as the presentation thus far appears a bit awkward. 
The Download section offers links to the LabSpace versions of units that can be accessed via a list of topics;
these units, in turn, have their own internal links to the previously described learning support tools. The
LabSpace version of the French Revolution unit, for example, looks very similar to the LearningSpace version
and is, for all intents and purposes, the same—except for the list of community tools in the left-hand column,
which can be accessed by registered users who log in to the site. 
In the Remix section, things get interesting. As noted on this page, LabSpace offers its users the opportunity
to download versions of couse unit materials and modify or expand them as needed. Readers may go back to
the aforementioned French Revolution unit to see how this would be done by a registered user of the site. In
the right-hand column of the unit, the user can download the original version of the materials; once
downloaded, the materials may be edited in a text editor or an XML editor. (The code of the materials is a
form of XHTML, but they would be better served as pure XML files with separate styling). It is important to
note that just as the original materials are provided under an open access license, so too must be any
remixed versions; "when modifying Open University open educational resources, you will be working under
the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike License" (2006, "Remixing:
Technical and Licensing Details...," ¶ 2).
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As noted in the Upload section, once the units have been remixed to your satisfaction, they may be uploaded
back to the commons. How this is to be done, however, is not obvious on the site. 
Finally, the LabSpace site contains a Feedback section. This section provides much more than the
fill-and-submit feedback forms you find on most sites. The Feedback section opens into a full-fledged
research section with pages on dissemination and users, for example, and on research projects such as the
DKN OpenUniv-UNESCO Project. Some of these sections are reserved for members only.
It is worth noting that the tools used to support both sites are also open source; instead of a top-heavy
enterprise Java application, as would typically be found in such an effort, OpenLearn uses a lightweight PHP
application that can be easily learned and rewritten by anyone. The community tools source code is also
available for download and modification. It would be nice, however, to see a page listing and linking to the
tools.
After all this exploration as a guest, readers may well be motivated to register to the site via the Create New
Account link available on the LabSpace home page. The process is lightweight and even allows applicants to
opt out of using the instant messaging tool. Type passwords carefully as the system does not ask for
passwords to be repeated. The same registration applies to both OpenLearn and LabSpace, but a separate
login is required for each.
While it is easy to criticize some details of a site that is just a few days old, it is much harder to detail the
scale of accomplishment that this site represents. In providing users open access to course materials as well
as the capacity (and right) to modify them, the designers of OpenLearn have surmounted not only the
technical hurdles but, more significantly, the organizational and cultural hurdles that would be impassible
barriers at most institutions. This site will immediately draw a substantial community of users and set a new
standard for open access that will be emulated by institutions around the world.
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to http://www.innovateonline.info/index.php?view=article&id=432  and select the appropriate function from the
sidebar. 
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